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Overview
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Presentation Overview:
Spreadsheets, Error Rates, and Model Certification
Planning Spreadsheets
Avoiding Errors
Finding Errors
Self-Improvement
USACE Examples
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Why discuss spreadsheets?

False sense of confidence due to 
the easy output of “answers”

Can quickly become complex 
Error rates can be high (90% of 

spreadsheets, 1-5% of cells)
Troubleshooting and error checking 

may be time-consuming and difficult 
(as is the case with all computer 
programs) 

Written quality assurance and 
control techniques are not often 
applied due to reliance on self-
policing

Inexpensive to develop
Readily available
Transferable to a broad user base
Simple, logical interfaces 
Easily understood and applied 

without extensive training
Built-in tools and third-party add-ins 

provide computational power without 
extensive programming

Current spreadsheet programs 
have many capabilities previously 
associated with more sophisticated 
software (e.g. optimization routines)

ShortcomingsStrengths
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Spreadsheets & Model Certification –
A match made in heaven?

USACE EC-1105-2-407 – Model Certification
All planning models must be peer-reviewed and 
certified 
Model = “a representation of a system for a purpose”
Spreadsheets are often used to represent systems and 
inform decisions ranging from dredging schedules to 
restoration outcomes to budget allocation.  

=
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Reducing Errors

High error rates suggest that thorough checking, 
testing, and auditing are uncommon

Four Key Techniques for Reducing Errors:
Planning spreadsheet development
Avoiding errors during development
Finding errors
Self-improvement
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Planning Development
Who uses spreadsheets?

Sponsor – assigns the task
Developer – designs the 
spreadsheet
Auditor – checks the validity 
and verifies results
User – inputs data and 
operates the model
Reader – uses the results of 
the model to inform 
decisions

What constitutes a “good”
spreadsheet?
Simple
Relevant
Adaptable
Reliable
Appropriate
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Avoiding Errors: 
General
Work in groups
Build complex spreadsheets in stages and test results as you go
Fix problem immediately – Avoid “quick fixes”
Take advantage of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) 
Document your work
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Avoiding Errors: 
General (cont)
Descriptively name cells, rows, columns, worksheets, 
and workbooks 
Use reference styles and locations correctly.  
Use security features 
Delete extraneous information and cells
Be forewarned. Copy/paste and autofill errors are 
common
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Avoiding Errors: 
Logic and Calculation

Complicated expressions are potentially hazardous
Avoid “hard-wiring” constants into formulas
Maintain a common interval for calculation
Arrange inputs close to calculations
Reserve circular references as error detection tools.  
Learn to apply GoalSeek and Solver instead.
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Avoiding Errors: 
Formatting and Labeling
Make your spreadsheet read top-to-bottom & left-to-right
Do not turn the grid off
Format for function, not for decoration
Organize your spreadsheet based on functionality (e.g. 
input, calculation, output)
Remember significant figures
Make blank cells look blank
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Avoiding Errors: 
Figures

Use the right 
chart for the job
Consider 
changing chart 
location
Modify charts 
such that all data 
sets are visible
Think twice 
about scale on 
charts
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Finding Errors
Who should look for errors?  

THE WHOLE TEAM: Developers, Auditors, Users, Readers
Review during construction
Use cross-checks and validation points
Test spreadsheets
Inspect all formulas
Use auditing tools (next slide)
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How are audits conducted?
Auditing Tools 

Microsoft Excel Built-In Auditing Tools
“Formula Auditing” toolbar
Warning messages 

XL Analyst – http://www.xlanalyst.co.uk
Spreadsheet Professional –
www.spreadsheetinnovations.com
Operis Analysis Kit –
www.operis.com/oak.htm
Spreadsheet Detective –
http://www.spreadsheetdetective.com/
XLSior – www.xlsior.com

Comparison Tools
Synkronizer –
http://www.synkronizer.com
Florencesoft DiffEngineX –
http://www.florencesoft.com/
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Excel Formula Auditing Toolbar
Find error cells
Trace precendents
Trace dependents
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What about other errors?
Many errors lie outside the realm of what model developers can 
control

Data errors
Input errors
User errors 
Inappropriate application
Conceptual errors
Misinterpretation of results
Deliberate errors
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Self-Improvement
Be humble
Be consistent
Don’t be caught by avoidable errors
Stay organized
Be a student of spreadsheets
Develop corporate policy (e.g. 
Model Certification initiative)

Risk-based 
Train developers, users, and 
readers in potential hazards, 
avoidance, and self-audit.
Modeler accountability must be 
addressed. 
Train auditing specialists
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AAHU Calculator 1
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AAHU Calculator 2
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Generic AAHU Calculator
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Lessons from Examples
Form differed although function was the same. 
In general, more documentation is needed.
All files had at least one error (All were very small 
and did not influence conclusions).
Formatting was useful, but data entry locations were 
not always clearly identifiable.

Input data here?
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Lessons from Examples (cont)

External links are often lost in transfer.
No sheet had any sort of security features enabled.
A summary is helpful.
Copy/paste/insert are 
commonly applied.
Significant figures and 
units were rarely noted.
Hard-wired constants 
hindered error checking 
(especially w/o 
documentation).
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Where else can I go for spreadsheet 
best practices?

Microsoft Office Online, 
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel/default.aspx
European Spreadsheet Interest Group (EUSPRIG), 
www.eusprig.com
John Walkenbach, Spreadsheet Expert, 
http://spreadsheetpage.com/
Ray Panko, University of Hawaii, 
http://panko.shidler.hawaii.edu/
John Raffensperger, University of Canterbury, 
http://www.mang.canterbury.ac.nz/people/jfraffen/
Stephen Powell, Dartmouth College, 
http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/steve.powell/
Systems Modeling Ltd., http://www.sysmod.com/
Richard Brenner, http://chacocanyon.com/smm/
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Conclusion
It’s good to ask ‘Is your spreadsheet right?’ but confidence comes from answering 
the question ‘How do you know your spreadsheet is right?’ That’s a really tough 
question. If all you can say is that you’re a Spreadsheet Super Man, you should 
hang up your blue tights and red cape and stop writing spreadsheets. But it would 
be most impressive if you could say: 

I followed accepted best-practice in developing my spreadsheet. I designed my 
work carefully, and reviewed it when I was finished, using a commercial auditing 
tool. I tested the spreadsheet using known results, according to a written test 
plan, and compared to other similar work. Knowing that the result was important, I 
had Bob, Mary and Joe peer-review my work. There could still be mistakes, but I 
was at great pains to prevent them.

What’s your answer? 

Phillip Bewig (2005)
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Questions and Feedback
Contact Information
Kyle McKay
601-415-7160
Kyle.McKay@usace.army.mil

Environmental Benefits Website
http://cw-environment.usace.army.mil/eba/
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